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Abstract: This document describes the Executive Environmental Information System (ExecEIS) which is

one of the IT applications available in the Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA). The objective

of the ExecEIS is to provide decision makers with rapid access to Agency information and to make use

of the application’s analytical tools for aggregating and synthesizing information to help facilitate decision-

making. It is also a communication tool for Agency events. It has been developed in a user-friendly

environment using recently available Zope/Plone content management framework technology.
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INTRODUCTION

Effective environmental management and protection

rest on a sound decision-making process incorporating

the formulation and implementation of policies,

legislation, programs and projects based on the timely

storage, retrieval, processing and analysis of the

appropriate environmental information. 

In this respect, environmental information systems

have come to present a primary tool within the

Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA) for

the planning and decision making processes, as well as

the dissemination of environmental information. A

number of special applications, including executive

level applications have been initiated and supported

within the scope of the Agency’s Information and

Computer Center (ICC). A number of executive level

applications were implemented using the web

technologies, which have provided a new media for

sharing information about decision support and a new

means of delivering decision support capabilities.

The ExecEIS is one of the web-based applications

that was developed to provide decision makers with

rapid access to Agency information and to make use of

the application’s analytical tools for aggregating and

synthesizing information to help facilitate decision-

making. Three applications are available within the

ExecEIS:

C Graphical Queries: Query data from EIMP Air

Quality, CAIP Air Quality, Early Warning System

databases, and generate graphs and daily reports.

C Early Warning System: Display, print or add Early

Warning System daily reports.

C Air Pollution Strategy: Air pollution strategy paper

(making decisions under conditions of uncertainty)

and the air pollution model.

The ExecEIS is also a communication tool for

Agency events. It has been developed in a user-friendly

environment using recently available Zope/Plone

content management framework technology. The users

can access the application through a web browser like

Internet Explorer.

ExecEIS Architecture and Technology Used: Fig.

(1) presents the ExecEIS Architecture.

C Zope

Web applications framework for the ExecEIS. 

Zope includes a web server, a web-based

management and development interface, an object-

oriented database, relational database integration

and scripting language support (Python, Perl). 

C Plone

Content Management Framework.

Plone is the front-end application for the ExecEIS.

It is a web application that wraps up the ExecEIS.

C Zope Database Component

Component of Zope to access databases (via

ODBC links).

C ExecEIS

Application developed for EEAA senior staff.

C ExecEIS Server

Server to support the ExecEIS.
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Fig. 1: ExecEIS Architecture.

Zope: Zope is a framework for building web
applications. A web application is a computer program
that users access through a web browser over the
Internet. You can also think of a web application as a
dynamic web site that provides not only static
information to users but lets them use dynamic tools to
interact with an application.

Web applications are everywhere and web users
work with them all the time. Common examples of
web applications are sites that let you search the web,
like Yahoo, collaborate on projects, like SourceForge,
or communicate with other people over e-mail, like
HotMail. All of these kinds of applications can be
developed with Zope.
Zope is an open source project originally built for the
Linux environment and ported to Windows. Therefore,
the ExecEIS can run on both platforms. 

Plone: Plone is a user-friendly implementation of the
Content Management Framework (CMF) written on top
of ZOPE. Plone is a GUI/Interface/Implementation of
the CMF. It benefits from all features of ZOPE/CMF
such as: RDBMS integration, Python/Perl extensions,
Object Oriented Database, Web configurable workflow,
pluggable membership and authentication, Undoes,
Form validation, among many other features.

ExecEIS Users and Security: A set of security levels
have been implemented in the ExecEIS, these levels
are Member, Publisher, Senior User, Reviewer and
Manager. The users have access to different sections of

the ExecEIS according to their security level.
The main users of the system are the senior level

in the agency, in addition to the Air Quality
department and the Central Operation Room. 

ExecEIS Applications: After authentication, the
ExecEIS members get access to more sections.

The ExecEIS applications are accessible by
clicking on ExecEIS in the main tabs. Only Senior
ExecEIS users have security rights to access it.

Three applications are available within the
ExecEIS:
Graphical Queries which provide a tool to query data
from Air Quality, and Early Warning System databases,
and generate graphs and daily reports. 

Early Warning System which provides a tool to
display, print or add Early Warning System daily
reports.

Air Pollution Strategy which provides access to the

latest Air pollution strategy paper (making decisions

under conditions of uncertainty) in addition to the air

pollution model.

Graphical Queries: When clicking the graphical

queries on the top bar, a page is displayed to show the

options available and to guide users through the query

steps. 

The ExecEIS gives the choice to do one query or

two different queries at the same time displayed in two

independent vertical frames for ease of comparison.
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Fig. 2: ExecEIS Sections.

Fig. 3: ExecEIS Applications.

Fig. 4: Graphical Queries main page.
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Fig. 5: Available Queries.

Available Queries: The ExecEIS provides access to
Air Quality data through a set of queries:

C Available parameters (all sites)
C Parameter average concentration (all sites)
C Hourly readings
C Average concentrations, search by site
C Average concentrations, search by region or area

type
C Average concentrations, two sites on same graph

C Number of readings inside a specific range
C Daily report

For example, the hourly readings query is used to
obtain a graph of the one hour readings of a given
parameter at a given station. By selecting the period of
time (starting date and ending date), site, parameter and
the week day and the time of the day, a graph results
showing the data in addition to the environmental law
limit:

Fig. 6: Example Query.
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Early Warning System Daily Reports: The Early
Warning System Daily Report page is used to search
for

 and display Air Quality Forecast daily reports prepared
by the Central Operation Room (COR):

Fig. 7: Early Warning System Daily Report main Page.

Air Strategy: When selecting Air Strategy from the top bar, the following page is displayed. 

Fig. 8: Air Strategy main Page.

The air pollution strategy application has two main components:
C Air pollution strategy position paper
C Air pollution strategy model
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ExecEIS Communication and Content Sharing
Tools: In the ExecEIS, it is possible to store files in
the ExecEIS members section and publish it to other

members. It is also possible to publish events to the
calendar or news to the news section.

Fig. 9: Sharing Files and Events.

Conclusions: The ExecEIS is an internal web

a p p lic a t io n  tha t fa c i l i ta te  d is se m ina tio n  o f

environmental information (Air Quality strategies and

monitoring data as a pilot phase), in the proper format

for decision makers (Charts, Tables, and Daily

Reports). The future work in the application involves

adding more queries and more environmental data (e.g.:

Water Quality). In addition, the communication and

content sharing tools will be extended for more users

within the agency.
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ABBREVIATIONS

CAIP Cairo Air Improvement Project 

CMF Content Management Framework

COR Central Operation Room

EEAA Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency

EEIS Egyptian Environmental Information System

EIMP Environmental Information and Monitoring

Program

ExecEIS Executive Environmental Information System

GUI Graphical User Interface

ICC Information and Computer Center

ODBC Open Database Connectivity

RDBMS Relational Database Management System

http://www.zope.org

